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operations are good examples where snake robot
may be used.
Beyond their adaptability to the environment,
snake robots offer a variety of advantages over
mobile robots with wheels or legs. They are
robust to mechanical failure and can move with
different modes of locomotion. The latter feature
is merely addressed in the literature and is subject
of this paper.
The two main challenges of snake robots over
wheeled mechanisms are difficulty in analyzing
and
synthesizing
snakelike
locomotion
mechanisms as well as its control. Locomotion
control of snake robot has been addressed by
many researchers. Two broad classes of control
methods have been used. The first class can be
described as trajectory-tracking control. It uses
predefined gait patterns, usually computed as sine
waves that are tracked with a feedback controller
[1]. Typically, the control is open-loop with
respect to receiving feedback from the
environment. The joint positions are calculated
and sent to the motor controllers, usually a PID.
The other class can be described as online gait
generation control. In this case, gaits (motion
mode of snake robot) are not predefined in
advance, but are generated online during
locomotion. Approaches used for this class better
deal with irregular terrains and are mostly modelbased. They rely on a kinematic [2] or dynamic
[3, 4] model of the robot’s locomotion in order to
design control laws for the gait generation.
The proposed control method uses central pattern
generators (CPGs). In this method locomotion in

Abstract: One of the main advantages of snake-like
robot over wheeled vehicles is its capability to move
with different modes of locomotion, also called gait,
due to their kinematic redundancies. Utilizing various
gaits in control structure of snake robot is an issue of
great importance. In this paper, we propose a control
structure that utilizes two different gaits, serpentine
and spinning gait. The rhythmic movements of snake
robot are driven by the biological neural networks,
called the central pattern generators (CPGs). The
CPGs are modelled as nonlinear oscillators for joints.
The inter-joint coordination is achieved by altering the
connection weights between joints. The CPG-based
online gait generation method allows elegant and
smooth transitions between gaits. It can also be used
to construct a control structure to guide the snake
robot from an initial to final position while avoiding
obstacles by changing CPG parameters. Simulations
with different obstacle arrangement confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1.

Introduction

Despite having challenges in the area of control
and inefficiency in locomotion due to high
friction, snake-like robots have attracted the
attention of researchers for applications not
suitable for wheeled and legged robots.
Applications such as ruins of collapsed buildings
or narrow passages in search and rescue
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respectively, mi is mass of i-th link, vt and vn are
velocities in two directions.

vertebrates is controlled by CPGs, which are
networks of neurons that can produce coordinated
oscillatory signals without oscillatory inputs. This
method is further explained in the next section.
In this paper we propose a structure for
locomotion control of snake robot that its aim is
reaching to goal (for example in a search and
rescue operation goal is victim position) while
avoiding obstacles. In the proposed control
structure snake robot moves using two gaits:
serpentine and spinning gait. Control structure
uses CPGs for motion as well as to provide a
smooth transition between two gaits.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes dynamic consideration of the
snake robot and friction model. CPG architecture
is described in section 3. Section 4 describes
serpentine and spinning gait. Capability of the
proposed CPG architecture to produce smooth
transition between gaits is illustrated in section 4.
And finally section 5 describes control structure
that guides snake robot while avoiding obstacles.

Fig. 1 A snapshot from the SimMechanics
software demonstrating a 5-link planar serpentine
structure. Links are similar with mass of 1 Kg,
length of 2 m and inertia of 0.33 Kg.m2.

3. CPG Control of Locomotion
Neurobiology studies have shown that the
locomotion of animals is controlled hierarchically
by the central nervous system, from the cerebral
cortex level, the brainstem level, to the spinal cord
level. Fundamental rhythmic movements in
locomotion, such as walking, running, swimming
and flying are generated by CPGs at the spinal
cord level. A CPG is a neuronal circuit capable of
producing rhythmic patterns of neural activity
automatically and unconsciously. The rhythmic
pattern activates motor neurons that control the
muscles generating the rhythmic movements. The
sensory input or descending input from higher
elements can regulate the frequency and phase of
the rhythmic patterns by altering the intrinsic
properties of the neurons and the synaptic
strengths and connectivity among them.
As a biological inspired approach to locomotion
control in robotics, the CPG-based control has
been applied to various robots. Crespi et al [6]
proposed CPG based controller for amphibious
snake-like robot and constructed an experimental
model. Zhenli Lu and et al [7] proposed another
CPG architecture for snake robot motion based on
linear differential equations.
The CPGs found in vertebrates are composed of
neural oscillators. However, the real neurons have
very complicated behaviours. It is very difficult to
build and simulate a mathematical model as close
as possible to the real life CPGs. Here we use
nonlinear oscillators with the following equations
as building blocks for constructing CPGs.

2.
Demonstrative Hyper Redundant
Snake Robot Model
In this paper we consider a planar 5 link snake
robot with dynamically identical links having no
wheels. The robot model is composed of serially
connected links. Between every two links, a onedimensional joint rotating on vertical (yaw) axis is
located. Similar to real life snakes, friction force
between the robot body and the environment is
large in normal direction and small in tangential
direction. Commonly this is realized using passive
wheels in snake robots.
Dynamical analysis of such a mechanism, moving
on a plane with friction has already been studied
by several researchers [5] and [8]. We implement
the dynamics using MATLAB SimMechanics in
our computer simulations, for which a snapshot is
given in Figure 1.
In our simulations, we consider a simple viscus
friction model. Friction force is modeled by the
following equations

f t = ct m i v t

(3)

f n = c n m iv n

(4)

Where ct and cn are normal and tangential viscous
friction coefficients. Suffix i indicates
corresponding i-th link, ft and fn are friction
forces in tangential and normal direction
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latter joint). A stable travelling wave from head to
tail can be obtained by modulating the coupling
coefficients /ij and bij , which determine the
phase-lag or phase-lead relationship between
connected joints.
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where ( is a state variable and denotes the desired
joint angle, v is another state variable, w is a
positive constant that controls both the oscillatory
frequency and amplitude, A is a positive constant
adjusting only the amplitude and is a parameter
that allows shifting of the % values.
Equation (5) has two particular solutions, one is
zero (0,0) which is an unstable fixed point. The
other is a stable limit cycle which has a sinusoidal
value with amplitude Aw and period 2*/,. (
will converge to the particular solution
% = Aw sin(wt + ) + from any initial condition
((0,v0) (except zero (0,0) in the phase plane). . is
determined by the initial states.

)

4.1. Serpentine Gait
The most straightforward way to generate
travelling wave in a serial chain with n links is by
having the joint angles vary sinusoidally with a
common frequency and a constant phase lag
between consecutive joints. The undulatory
motion can then be imitated by changing the
relative angles of the snake robot in the following
manner:
i

Equation (5) provided oscillation for one joint. A
specific gait pattern will be obtained by coupling
several oscillators together, in our case one
oscillator per joint. State equations of the
connected CPGs are as follows
i
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Fig. 3 Correspondence of CPG network and
robot.

4. Undulatory Gait Generation

=

(i = 1, 2,...n )

Where C is
he maximum angular deflection
for each joint, D is the phase difference of any two
adjacent relative angles, E is the angular offset that
provides a means for steering the mechanism.

Fig. 2 The limit cycle produced by (5). The
oscillator quickly reaches its limit cycle, a circle,
from any initial conditions ((0 , v0).

i

= sin( t + (1 i ) ) +

+ bijv j )
(6)

where /ij and bij are the connection weights
between the i-th and j-th joints. Because only
connected joints have impact on each other, j
could be either i-1 (the frontal joint) or i+1 (the
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CPGs parameters A1 - A4, w, 1 to 4 , /i i-1 and bi
i-1., are selected in order to generate joint angle
trajectory similar to equation (7). Additionally,
these parameters can determine other desired gaits
which will allow on line, smooth, transition of
gaits while in motion.
Structure of the proposed connected CPGs is
schematically shown in Figure 3.
A set of solutions that propagate a serpentine
wave from head to tail have been obtained in our
simulation. An example of such solutions (1 to (4
to generate a serpentine wave is illustrated in
Figure 4, where /i, i-1 =1, bi, i-1 =1,
A1=A2=A3=A4=1,
w=1, 1 = 2 = 3 = 4 = 0 .
Time range from 0 sec to 35 sec is selected.
Period and amplitude are modulated by doubling
the parameters w and A of all CPGs at time t=25
sec. As shown in Figure 4, each joint can
smoothly adapt to the abrupt change of oscillatory

frequency and oscillatory amplitude determined in
the CPG model. This allows improved speed
control for the snake robot.

i

(t ) =

sin( t + (i

M) )

,

1 i

M

sin( t + ( M + 1 i ) ) + , M < i < N

(8)

Fig. 4 Oscillatory angles (1 (t) and (4 (t) of four
joints based on CPG model for serpentine gait.
Fig. 6 Snake robot moving with spinning gait.

In order to investigate capability of CPGs to
cope with additive and multiplicative transient
perturbation, we add random noise with mean
value of zero and variance of .05 at time t=10 sec
to 15 sec and multiply random noise with any
value between 1/3 and 3 to state variable (1 at
time t=20 to 25 sec.

where M=(N-1)/2 for odd N, is the index for
central link and (i=1,...,n) is the link number.
In order to generate spinning gait by using CPGs,
we set CPG parameters as follows.
= 2 = /3, 3 = 4 =
/ 3 , A1=A2=A3=A4=1,
1
w=1, /2,1 = b2,1 = /3,4 = b3,4= /3,2 = b3,2 =1.
Figure 7 shows (1 to (4 of the CPG structure for
spinning gait

Fig. 5 CPG angle generator with random noise.
Results show after a short transitory period CPG
angle generator quickly returns to the original
serpentine wave (Figure 5).

Fig. 7 Oscillatory angles for spinning gait.

5. Transition between Locomotion Modes

4.1. Spinning Gait

Using different modes of locomotion increases
manoeuvrability of snake robot in an environment
full of obstacles such as operation in the field of
search and rescue after an earthquake. Therefore,
constructing a control structure that utilizes
different locomotion modes of snake robot is an
issue of great importance. This control structure
should offer the capability of smooth transition
between locomotion modes when it receives

Spinning is a gait that does not exist in nature but
is very useful for guiding snake robot to a desired
goal. Figure 6 shows a snake robot rotating with
spinning gait. As illustrated in this figure, center
of mass follows a small circular path.
Changing the relative angles of the snake robot in
the following manner results in spinning gait:
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command from higher level controller to change
the locomotion gait.
The CPG angle generator mentioned before, was
able to provide smooth transition to the abrupt
changes in oscillatory frequency and oscillatory
amplitude. This ensures a smooth and dynamic
motion transition.
In section 4, we introduced two gaits: serpentine
and spinning. We defined a set of CPG parameters
that generate these gaits. Now we show by
changing CPG parameter from serpentine to
spinning and vise versa, smooth transition will be
obtained. In another word CPG based control
structure can change orientation of straight line
serpentine locomotion with mechanically and
geometrically satisfactory transition.
Figure 9 shows joint angle (1 to (4 generated by
CPG based control structure while snake robot
changes its locomotion mode from serpentine to
spinning gait and back to serpentine gait. At t=15
sec serpentine gait is changed to spinning gait to
orient the robot into a desired orientation for the
following motion. At t=35 sec, the robot switches
back to the serpentine gait and continues its
motion. Smoothness of curves shown in Figure 9
ensures mechanically satisfactory transition.

Figure 10 shows center of mass of the snake robot
while in multi-modal locomotion. It is illustrated
that snake robot can switch from straight line
serpentine gait to another straight line serpentine
gait with a different direction using proposed CPG
control structure.

6. Locomotion and Obstacle Avoidance
Control Structure
In section 5, we showed that by using CPG based
control structure, a smooth transition between
spinning gait and serpentine gait can be obtained.
Now, we utilize this feature to construct a control
strategy to guide a simulated model of snake robot
introduced in section 2 to its goal while avoiding
obstacles. Our snake robot is equipped with
proximity sensors located on the head link for
detecting obstacles in front of the robot. The robot
is assumed to know the location of the target to be
reached implicitly by measuring C Jand z variables
shown in Figure 11. Where z is distance between
center of mass of mid link and the goal, C is
relative angel between snake robot and the goal.
This information can be obtained in real snake
robot depending on its application. For example, a
search and rescue snake robot can measure
location of the victim by means of sensors that
sense environment temperature.

Fig. 9 Oscillatory angles (1 (t) and (4 (t) of snake
robot transitioning between serpentine to spinning
gait and back to serpentine gait.

Fig. 11 Schematic view of the information to be
sensed by snake robot.
We divide the basic control goals, first into the
two classical behaviours of “target reaching” and
“obstacle avoidance” and explain their function in
control strategy in details.
Target reaching behaviour starts with spinning
gait. Snake robot continues to rotate until its
orientation equals to the desired orientation. In
other words parameter C Jin Figure 11 reaches
zero. At this moment locomotion mode transits
from spinning to serpentine. As illustrated in
section 4, CPG based control structure ensures
smooth mode transition. Snake robot serpentine

Fig. 10 Center of mass of the snake robot while
snake moves with multi-modal locomotion.
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locomotion continues until center of mass of the
mid link reaches the goal.
Obstacle avoidance also starts with spinning gait.
Snake robot continues to rotate until there is no
obstacle in front of the snake robot. At this
moment locomotion mode is switched to
serpentine and continues until snake robot moves
a predefined distance (that is adjusted by
controller).
At any time obstacle is sensed by proximity
sensors, obstacle avoidance behaviour is started.
Controller automatically switches to target
reaching behaviour when obstacle avoidance
behaviour ends.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a control structure
based on CPGs that utilized multi-modal
locomotion of snake robots. We showed that the
proposed control structure can achieve smooth
transition between locomotion modes and can
guide snake robot to its goal while avoiding
multiple obstacles.
This paper is a step towards construction of an
autonomous biologically inspired, multi-mode
snake robot with high intelligence that can be
used, for example, in search and rescue
applications.
Future research will focus on developing
manoeuvrability of snake robot by adding
capability of locomotion with other modes,
developing additional autonomy and intelligence,
as well as constructing an experimental test bed to
verify the theoretical results.
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Fig. 12 Behaviour defined in control structure
We verify capability of the proposed control
strategy by several simulations with different
friction models and obstacle arrangements.

Fig. 13 Multimodal locomotion of snake robot in
environment with obstacles.
Figure 13 shows results for one of these
simulations. The curve in Figure 13 is path
followed by center of mass of the snake robot
during locomotion. As illustrated in this figure
snake robot starts with spinning gait and after two
activation of the obstacle avoidance behaviour,
snake robot reaches its final goal.
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